


oli



LIKES: Being with friends, dancing, video games
DISLIKES: Being alone, complete silence, hats

REPRESENTS: ADHD/embarrassment/self-deprecation

A spit fire with a knack for rhythm, Oli is the groups cheerleader. 
They always have a bounce in their step, making a simple 
walk to the grocery store a full on dance performance. Oli has 
a tendency to hyper fixate on some of their favorite things. 
As they get more excited, their body will begin to burn bigger 
and brighter, so much so that they could take up the whole 
room! When this happens, Oli will become self-conscious and 
embarrassed, worried that they are annoying their friends with 
all their bosteriousness. To try and self-control themselves, 
Oli will forcibly silence themselves, their flame getting smaller 
and their body colder. In this state, a big group hug from all 
their friends is a sure fire way to warm Oli back up to their 
normal fire-cracker self!

THEY/THEM

oli





FLOUNCE



FLOUNCE
LIKES: Writing Poetry, walking alone with music, birds
DISLIKES: Stress, pasta, low ceilings, their height

REPRESENTS: Anxiety/Perfectionism/OCD

Unofficial leader of the group (appointed by the others). 
Flounce is the tallest friend. They have a stoic yet calming 
aura. Often times the voice of reason or peacemaker. Despite 
how much their friends compliment their height and express 
their envy for their stature, Flounce just wishes they could 
see eye to eye with all their friends. Sometimes Flounce feels 
overwhelmed by the amount of pressure they put themselves 
in, often times creating goals for themselves way above the 
necessity. When planning an event for their friends or work-
ing on a poem, Flounce get so over their head that their body 
will grow taller and taller, until their head reaches the clouds. 
Luckily for Flounce, when this happens, they know they can 
always count on their friends to help them bring them back 
down to earth.

THEY/THEM





DIO



DIO
LIKES: Running, social media, praise, competition
DISLIKES: Being ignored, math, tight spaces

Dio has long ears like a bunny rabbit and the energy of one 
too! Dio likes to spend their time expelling all their energy by 
rocking out to their favorite tunes, going for runs, or having 
heated discussions with Oli over who is the best at Racer 
Gamerz. When not running around, Dio likes to scroll through 
their social medias.  Dio thinks that because of what they see 
on their phone, they need to show off their skills all the time 
or else no one will pay attention to them. Obsessed with their 
internet image, Dio will sometimes forget who they are, but a 
good hug and a couple rounds of Racer Gamerz with friends, 
and Dio will realize “hey, if I got these cool people to be my 
friends, than I must be pretty cool too!”

REPRESENTS: Overcompensation/Self-image/Hubris

THEY/THEM





GUS



GUS
LIKES: Standup Comedy, makeup, lo-fi, chilling out
DISLIKES: Mirrors, exercise, messing up their makeup

REPRESENTS: Masking emotions/Not taking help from others

Chill to the core, Gus is your resident good vibe ghost. Their 
days consists of chilling out listening to their favorite tunes, 
trying new makeup looks, or practicing material with Flounce for 
their next (poetry and comedy) open mic. As the newest friend 
to join the others, Gus feels like a bit of an outsider, worried 
that they are more of an intrusion rather than an addition. 
Fearful that voicing their concerns will only push their friends 
away, Gus will hide behind their makeup, drawing on happier 
faces to distract from the emotions on their real face. When 
the makeup wears away, instead of shunning them like Gus 
believes they would, their friends just give them a reassuring 
smile and suggest having a group makeover party. It’s these 
parties that Gus realizes they don’t need to draw on a happy 
face, because they are already wearing one.

THEY/THEM





BOBO



BOBO
LIKES: Bodies of water, peaceful evenings, jasmine tea
DISLIKES: Getting out of bed, crowds, flashing lights

REPRESENTS:Failure of expectation/Depression/Dealing with loss

Spikey on the outside, soft on the inside, Bobo is the relaxed, 
lazy sibling sibling to Keke.  Bobo loves to spend their days 
getting cozy, drinking some nice tea, and relaxing with friends 
in their favorite spot: the family house basement. When Bobo 
was little, a tragic accident left them and Keke without their 
parent, the memory staying vivid with the siblings to this very 
day. Because of their past, Bobo has become rather down, 
finding it easier to avoid trying to work through their past by 
not doing anything at all. Sometimes Bobo can get so sad 
and lazy, they will forget to take care of themselves, becoming 
an unruly tangled mess of spikes. When this happens, their 
friends are always there to brush through the knots, helping 
Bobo to get out of their slump.

THEY/THEM





keke



keke
LIKES: Fashion, shopping, competition, parties
DISLIKES: Nosy people, complete silence, cold weather

REPRESENTS: Failure of expectation/Anger/Dealing with loss

Soft on the outside, firey on the inside, Keke is the hot-headed 
sibling to Bobo. Keke loves to shop ‘til they drop, always down 
to stroll around the mall and see this season’s new looks. 
When not shopping, Keke likes to spend their time hanging 
around with their friends outside, playing sporty games, having 
friendly competition, or just relaxing where the wind can cool 
them down. When Keke was little, a tragic accident left them 
and Bobo without their parent, the memory staying vivid with 
the siblings to this very day. Because of their past, Keke has 
come to use anger as a sort of coping mechanism, finding that 
they can use these emotions as a sort of armour. If too angry, 
their fluffy body will begin to get so big, it practically absorbs 
all of Keke. A quick spa day, to pamper and get a good trim 
from their friends, and Keke will be back to normal again.

THEY/THEM


